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a b s t r a c t
Brain oscillations in the a- and b-range become suppressed during motor processing and motor imagery.
It has recently been discussed that such power changes also occur during action language processing. In
our study, we compared b2-oscillations (16–25 Hz) during the observation of prototypical arm movements (revealed via motion tracking) as well as during semantic processing of concrete and abstract
sentences containing arm-related action verbs. Whereas we did find a strong desynchronization in the
b2-range during action observation, the processing of action sentences evoked a rather weak desynchronization. However, this desynchronization occurred for action verbs in both concrete and abstract
contexts. These results might indicate a tendency for abstract action language to be processed similar
to concrete action language rather than abstract sentences. The oscillation patterns reflect the close
relationship between language comprehension and motor functions – one of the core claims of current
theories on embodied cognition.
! 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Brain oscillations in the l- and b-range of the human EEG are
strongly related to sensorimotor processes and sometimes
regardedasidlingrhythmsthatareapparentaslongasthesensorimotorsystemisinarestingstate(Baker,2007;Kuhlmann,1978).
Whereas oscillations in the l-range are considered to originate in
thesomatosensorysystem,theb-rhythmmightratherbelinkedto
the motor  system (Pfurtscheller & Neuper, 1997; Ritter,
Moosmann,&Villringer,2009).However,ithasbeenobservedthat
l-oscillations become suppressed during action execution, action
observation, and even during motor imagery (McFarland, Miner,
Vaughan, & Wolpaw, 2000; Pfurtscheller, Brunner, Schlögl, &
Lopes da Silva,  2006).  Pfurtscheller,  Stancák, and Neuper (1996)
andPfurtschellerandLopesdaSilva(1999)gaveadetaileddescription of event-related l- and b-rhythm synchronization (ERS) and
desynchronization (ERD) processes in relation to voluntary hand/
wrist movements. An ERS is defined as an increase of amplitude
aftertheonsetofacertainstimulus,whichgoesbackonnumerous
neuronsfiringatthesametime.Incontrast,incaseofanERD,the
synchronyoftherespectiveneuronalassembliesdecreases,which
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in turn causes a decrease of amplitude (Pfurtscheller & Lopes da
Silva, 1999). For self-paced finger movements, Pfurtscheller et al.
(1996) reported l- and b-rhythm desynchronization in the
Rolandic region contralateral to the hemisphere processing action
execution,whichstarted2sbeforemovementonset.Immediately
beforethemovement,thisdesynchronizationbecamesymmetrical
bilaterally. During the movement, a bilateral ERD was reported.
Whereas the recovery of the l-rhythm took about 2–3 s after
movement offset, b-oscillations (16–20 Hz) showed a rather quick
recovery to the baseline within 1 s after movement offset.
Additionally, the b-range showed a short contralateral postmovement ERS (b-rebound) (Pfurtscheller et al., 1996). Hari et al.
(1998)analyzedtheneuromagneticb-reboundinprecentralmotor
cortex in a frequency range between 15 and 25 Hz while
participantsmanipulatedanobjectandwhiletheywereobserving
someone else manipulating the object. They additionally stimulated the median nerves in both arms. Compared to a neutral
baseline condition, in which the nerves were stimulated during
rest, the b-rebound disappeared when participants manipulated
the object and got strongly reduced when they observed action
execution(Harietal.,1998).InanMEGstudywithasimilardesign,
Järveläinen, Schürmann, and Hari (2004) analyzed the poststimulusreboundduringgoal-directedandnon-goal-directedchop-stick
use observation. In addition to a stronger suppression of the
reboundduringgoal-directedtoolmanipulation,thedifferenceto
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thereboundrelatedtonon-goal-directedmanipulationwascorrelated with the participants’ experience in chop-stick usage. Beside
their relevance for the mirror neuron system, these findings indicated an experience-based responsiveness of motor-related brain
oscillations (Järveläinen et al., 2004). Hari et al. (2014) further
observed that two different neural processes might occur during
action observation: one which depicts itself as a decrease of MEG
powerbetween7and15Hzandisconsideredtoreflectmirroring
activity, and another, showing an increase in cortex – muscle
coherencearound18Hz,whichmightsuppressactionimitation.
Besidetheirsensitivitytowardsvoluntarymovements,b-power
changesarerelatedtovariousaspectsoflanguageprocessing(fora
detailed discussion see Weiss & Müller, 2012a). They are responsive to both syntactic and semantic violations (Bastiaansen,
Magyari, & Hagoort, 2010; Davidson & Indefrey, 2007; Luo, Zhang,
Feng, & Zhou, 2010; Weiss & Müller, 2003), reflect binding
processesatthewordandsentencelevel(vonStein,Rappelsberger,
Sarnthein,&Petsche,1999;Weiss&Rappelsberger,1996;Weisset
al.,2005),andarerelatedtoverbalmemoryprocesses(Bastiaansen
et al., 2010; Weiss & Rappelsberger, 2000). Further, b-oscillations
are very sensitive towards dissociation between concrete and
abstract concepts (Weiss & Müller, 2013; Weiss & Rappelsberger,
1996, 1998). Recently, in the context of the embodied language
theory, studies revealed that power decreases in the b- as well as
the l-band are correlated with the processing of concrete action
related language (Alemanno et al., 2012; Fargier et al., 2012;
Moreno, de Vega, & León, 2013; Moreno et al., 2015; van Elk, van
Schie, Zwaan, & Bekkering, 2010). This finding strongly sup-ports
the theory of embodiment, which, in the case of language
processing,indicatesthatunderstandinglinguisticinputrequiresa
mentalneuralsimulationofrespectivesensorimotorinformationin
somatosensory and motor areas (Barsalou, 1999, 2008; Gallese &
Lakoff, 2005; Glenberg & Kaschak, 2003; for a review see also
Buccino, Colagè, Gobbi, & Bonaccorso, 2016). For instance, Gallese
and Lakoff (2005) suggested that the neural substrates underlying
theprocessingofperceptiveinput,actionexecution,actionsimulation, action imagery and linguistic comprehension are equal and
that all of these processes require the activation of sensorimotor
circuits.Theseassumptionsaresupportedbytheresultsofseveral
fMRI and TMS studies revealing an activation of primary and secondary motor areas during the processing of action verbs
(Boulenger, Hauk, & Pulvermuller, 2009; Desai, Binder, Conant, &
Seidenberg, 2010; Hauk, Johnsrude, & Pulvermüller, 2004;
Tomasino, Fink, Sparing, Dafotakis, & Weiss, 2008). Fischer and
Zwaan(2008)summarizedtheroleofsensorimotorinformationfor
language processing as not being demonstrably necessary for
language comprehension but as allowing for an enhanced understandingoflinguisticinput.
Tocomparetheprocessingofactionverbsinahumanversusan
animalcontext,vanElketal.(2010)conductedanEEGexperiment,
inwhichtheypresentedsentencescontainingconcretenoun–verb
pairs to participants (e.g., The athlete jumps over the hurdle. vs. The
deer jumps over the fence.). Their claim was that motor imagery
wouldbemanipulatedduetothedifferenceinfamiliaritybetween
humanandanimalactions.BesideanearlyERDinthel-range(10–
14 Hz), they observed a desynchronization in the b-band (20–30
Hz), which occurred in central electrode regions, specifically over
leftpremotorareas,between500and600mspostverbonset.Due
tothelatenciesoftheeffects,theauthorsconcludedthatthemotor
activity reflected by l- and b-suppression corresponded to the
retrieval of lexical-semantic information (van Elk et al., 2010).
Morenoetal.(2013)observedboth l-(8–13Hz)andb-ERDs(15–
20 Hz) in fronto-central electrodes over the sensorimotor cortex
during action language processing. They compared power
changes during the presentation of action and abstract sentences
andduringmanualactionobservation.The presentation of

action related stimuli (both verbal and visual) induced significant
powersuppressionincomparisontoabstractlanguagestimuli.Ina
second study by Moreno et al. (2015), n o b-related (13–20 Hz)
languageeffectcouldbeobserved,whereas l-power(6–13Hz)got
reduced during action sentence comprehension. However, the brangechoseninthesecondstudydifferedfromtherangeanalyzed
inthefirststudyandcomprisedbothb1-andb2-frequencies.Action
relatedeffectsintheb-bandseemtooccurinhigherb-frequencies,
though (Pfurtscheller et al., 1996; van Elk et al., 2010). In sum, a
suppressionordesynchronizationofb-oscillationsrelatedtoaction
verbprocessingseemstooccurlaterthancomparablel-effectsand
seems not be detectable over both b1- and b2-frequencies. Fig. 1
gives an overview of l- and b-oscillations in response to action,
language,andactionlanguagestimuli.
These electrophysiological studies suggested that an activation
of sensorimotor areas is connected to concrete action language
processing. AgreatnumberofbehavioralandfMRIstudiesfurther
supported this assumption (D’Ausilio et al., 2009; Glenberg et al.,
2010; Hauk et al., 2004; Klatzky, Pellegrino, McCloskey, &
Doherty, 1989; Moseley & Pulvermüller, 2014; Pulvermüller,
Shtyrov, & Ilmoniemi, 2005) and partly revealed that processing
abstract action language (e.g., pushing the argument) leads to an
activation of motor areas as well (Desai, Binder, Conant, Mano, &
Seidenberg, 2011; Desai, Conant, Binder, Park, & Seidenberg,
2013; Glenberg et al., 2008; Romero Lauro, Mattavelli, Papagno,
& Tettamanti, 2013; Schaller, Weiss, & Müller, in press; Wilson &
Gibbs, 2007). However, the effects following abstract action languageseemtobeweakerthanthosefollowingconcreteactionlanguage.Schalleretal.(inpress)describedastrongermotorpriming
effectonconcretethanonabstractactionlanguagestimuli.Participants conducted a sensibility judgment on concrete and abstract
sentences containing action verbs after the execution of a movement, which was either prototypical or unrelated with respect to
the action verb in the sentence. Response times showed that in
comparison to an unprimed condition, the comprehension of concreteaction sentences wasfacilitated afterthe executionof a prototypical movement only. In contrast, comprehension of the
abstract action sentences was facilitated by both prototypical and
unrelated movements. This effect showed that there are differences between concrete and abstract action language processing
with regard to the degree of the involvement of retrieved motor
representations(Schalleretal.,in press).
In the current study, we focused on b-oscillations and their
responsiveness to abstract action language stimuli against the
backgroundoftheembodiedlanguagetheory.Ifmotorrepresentations should be involved in abstract action language processing,
actionrelatedb2-oscillationsmightshowadesynchronizationduring the presentation of respective stimuli. With regard to the differences concerning concrete and abstract action language
processing described by Schaller et al. (in press) we asked the following questions: Do brain oscillations, which are known to be
responsive to action stimuli, differ during the comprehension of
actionverbsinconcretevs.abstractcontexts?Andarethesebrain
responsescomparabletothoseduringactionobservation?Thesecondquestionaimedat gettinga betterideaof whetherthedegree
towhichmotor representations are activated duringactionobservationiscomparabletothatduringactionlanguageprocessing.To
answer these questions, we investigated whether b2-oscillations
(16–25Hz)duringtheobservationofanarm-/hand-relatedmovement would be similar to b2-behavior during the processing of
action verbs embedded in concrete and abstract sentences. As
mentionedbefore,brainoscillationsintheb-rangearebothrelated
to motor processes and various aspects of language processing
includingthedissociationbetweenconcreteandabstractconcepts.
Thus, b-range behavior is highly relevant in the current study
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Fig.1. Reviewofresultsconcerning l-andb-oscillationsinresponsetoaction,language,andactionlanguagestimuli.Studiesareshowninchronologicalorder.Frequency
ranges refer toHerrmann,Fichte, and Kubicki(1980).

looking at both action language and the contrast between action
verbs in concrete and abstract contexts. In short video clips, we
presented prototypical movements for action verbs and compared
respective desynchronization patterns to those during the
presentation of no-movement videos. In a second block, we aurally
presented sentence stimuli that contained the corresponding
action verbs in either a concrete or an abstract context and
compared those to non-action abstract sentences. We expected
b-oscillations to become suppressed during action observation,
which should result in an ERD relative to the still video condition.
We further expected desynchronization effects after the onset of
action-related sentence final verbs but not after abstract control
verbs.

2. Material and methods
2.1. Participants
30 monolingual German students (15 female) of Bielefeld
Universityaged20–31years(M=24.6,SD=2.8)participatedinthe
EEG study. Written informed consent was obtained from participantsforpublicationofthisstudy.Allwereright-handedwitha
mean lateralization quotient of 87.9 (SD = 12.3) according to a
modified version of the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield,
1971). Four subjects were rejected before the analysis because of
beta-blocker or anticonvulsant medication respectively. All
remainingsubjectsdeclaredthattheydidnotsufferfromauditory

or motor diseases or restrictions that might have influenced their
capability to fulfill the task and had not been under strong medication during two weeks prior to the experiment. Subjects were paid
for their participation.
2.2. Stimuli and design
Two sets of stimuli were used in the EEG study. One set contained sentence stimuli, the other contained video material. The
mostimportantinformationconcerningthestimuliisgivenbelow.
Furtherdetailsare providedin Schalleretal.(in press).

2.2.1. Sentences
197 German sentences were used as verbal stimuli. They were
recorded with a semi-professional speaker in a sound studio. There
were 50 semantically incongruous fillers and 147 critical sentences
in the experiment. The critical stimuli were set up as triplets, comprising a concrete action sentence (e.g., ‘‘Ich habe die Handbremse
gezogen.” - I have pulled the hand break.), an abstract action sentence
(e.g., ‘‘Ich habe die Konsequenz gezogen.” - I have drawn the
consequence.), and an abstract control sentence (e.g., ‘‘Ich habe die
Konsequenz gefordert.” - I have demanded the consequence.).
Sentence structure was the same for every item with the target
verb positioned at the end. Mean durations were 1595.5 ms
(SD = 207 ms) for sentences and 734.9 ms (SD = 129.2 ms) for
verbs. The sentences in each triplet were matched according to
gender of nouns, number of noun syllables and number of verb ;
syllables. The sentences in each category were matched according
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towordfrequencyofnounsandverbsandco-occurrenceofnouns
with verbs. Matching stimuli according to these psycholinguistic
criteria left us with only a limited pool of stimuli to draw from.
The cloze-probability of the chosen items was evaluated and
revealed a significant difference between the action stimuli (concrete and abstract) and the abstract control stimuli, with the
cloze-probabilityofnoun–verbpairsinthecontrolsentencesbeing
significantly lower than in the action sentences. The two types of
actionsentencesdidnotdifferfromeachother.Duetothelimited
amountofpossiblestimuli,wedecidedtoconducttheexperiment
despitethedifferencesincloze-probability.Apossibleinfluenceon
thecurrentdataisdiscussedinSection4below.

2.2.2. Videos
In total, we presented 58 videos. 29 videos showed an anonymized male model performing non-object-related movements
thatwereprototypicalfortheactionverbs,whichwereembedded
in the sentence stimuli. The other 29 videos were used as a baseline. In those stimuli, the model did not execute any movement.
Theprototypeswereevaluatedaccordingtotheresultsofamotion
tracking study, in which subjects listened to non-object-related
action verbs, that is, the action verbs were presented without
any context. They were asked to then spontaneously perform an
arm and/or hand movement matching that verb (Weiss & Müller,
2012b). The evaluation criteria can be found in Schaller et al. (in
press).Allvideoswere6000mslong.Themeandurationofmovements was 5497.4ms (SD=554.0ms). Triggers were time-locked
to the beginning of movements in the action videos and to the
beginningofstillbaselinevideosrespectively.Thevideoswerepresentedina single blockinfullyrandomizedorder.
2.3. Procedure
After instructions, participants were seated in a comfortable
armchair about one meter away from a computer screen in an electromagnetically and sound shielded booth. The experiment was
presented via a customized presentation software (Sculptor) running under Ubuntu (vers. 8.04.2). Sentences were fully randomized
and split in three blocks including approximately the same number
of sentences. There was one block of sentences in the beginning of
each session, one in the middle, and one in the end. Videos were
presented in fully randomized order in one block, which occurred
after the first block of sentences for 50% of the subjects and after
the second block of sentences for the other 50%. A third set of stimuli not related to the current study was presented between the
other two sentence blocks.
The sentences were presented aurally. A fixation cross appeared
on the center of the screen 1000 ms before the beginning of each
sentence and stayed on the screen throughout the entire trial. Subjects were instructed that they would not have to stare at the fixation cross all the time but that as soon as it appeared on the
screen they should stop moving their body and eyes, minimize
blinking, and prepare for the sentence to occur. 1000 ms after the
end of each sentence, a beep signaled participants to verbally indicate whether they perceived the stimulus as a sensible sentence or
not. They responded by saying YES if they judged the sentence to
be sensible and by saying NO if they judged it to be nonsense.
Simultaneously with the offset of the beep the fixation cross disappeared. After an ISI of 2000 ms the next trial started.
2000 ms before the onset of each video a fixation cross
appeared on the center of the screen. Participants were told that
they should focus on the cross, stop moving their body and eyes,
and minimize blinking. They were instructed to watch the video,
which was presented in a visual angle of 7.4", and to mentally mirror the presented action themselves or not to mirror an action in
case of the still baseline videos. Parallel to the end of the video,

the fixation cross popped up again and stayed on the screen for
another2000ms.AfteranISIof2000msthenexttrialstarted.Fig.
2givesanexampleoftrialsinthesentenceandthevideocondition.

2.4. Recording
Subject’s EEG was recorded continuously from 27 active scalp
electrodes mounted in an ActiCap (Brain Products Inc.), following
the 10/20 system with reference at the FCz. The left and right outer
canthi were used to record horizontal eye movements (hEOG). To
record vertical eye movements, one electrode was attached to
the right infraorbital region (vEOG). The signal was amplified
(QuickAmp, Brain Products Inc.) and digitized at a sampling rate
of 1000 Hz. A bandpass filter from 0.5 to 100 Hz and a 50 Hz notch
filter were applied online. The BrainVision Recorder software (version 1.20, Brain Products Inc.) was used for recordings. Impedance
was kept below 5 kX for all channels.
2.5. Data preparation
Data filtering, cleaning, and export was conducted with BrainVision Analyzer (version 2.0.1, Brain Products Inc.). Data of all channels was re-referenced against the mean of two earlobe
electrodes. Semiautomatic artifact rejection was performed so that
eye movements including blinks and abnormal trends became
highlighted automatically but were again checked visually segment by segment, which allowed for a thorough artifact inspection.
The following criteria were applied: the gradient should not exceed
50 lV/ms; the difference between min and max voltage in the analyzed segment should not exceed 200 lV; the amplitude should
not exceed +200 lV or fall below !200 lV; the difference between
min and max voltage in the analyzed segment should not be less
than 0.1 lV. The proportion of data rejected as a consequence of
the semiautomatic artifact rejection in the video condition was
21.8% with 22.5% in the still baseline condition and 21.1% in the
action condition. 17.3% of data got rejected in the sentence trials,
with 18% rejection of concrete action, 18.6% rejection of abstract
action, and 15.3% rejection of abstract control stimuli. These relatively high values can be explained by taking into consideration
that we presented complete sentences with a mean duration of
about 1600 ms. Subjects had difficulties to refrain from blinking
for the entire segment, which lead to a high amount of eye blinks
in the relevant epochs. We applied an additional bandpass filter
from 0.5 Hz to 30 Hz to continuous EEG files.
2.6. ERD analysis
For both the sentence and the video stimuli, we conducted an
ERD analysis for a central electrode cluster (C3, C z, C 4) in a frequency range between 16 and 25 Hz (b2). The chosen electrodes
recordedactivityoverthehandareasonthemotorstrip(Morenoet
al., 2013; Pfurtscheller et al., 1996) and were thus most likely to
reflect motor activity during the processing of action stimuli.
Pulvermüller, Mohr, and Schleichert (1999) also reported EEG
activityaroundtheseelectrodeswhiletheirparticipantsperceived
action related verbs and nouns in contrast to nouns with strong
visualassociations.Thefrequencyrangebetween16and25Hzwas
chosen due to the outcomes of Pfurtscheller et al. (1996), who
observedthestrongestb-ERDinafrequencyrangebetween16and
28Hzduringself-pacedvoluntaryhand/wristmovements,andthe
studiesofMorenoetal.(2013),andvanElketal.(2010).

2.6.1. Sentences
AccordingtothemethoddescribedbyPfurtschellerandLopes
daSilva(1999),wefirstsegmentedthedatainallsentence
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Fig. 2. Design of trials. Each trial started with a white fixation cross against a grey background, followed by the sentence or video respectively. In the sentence condition, the
cross stayed on the screen throughout the presentation of the sentence and a successive interval of 1000 ms until a beep (duration 200 ms) signaled participants to make their
sensibility judgment. In the video condition, the cross popped back up after video presentation and stayed on the screen for another 2000 ms. In both conditions there was an
ISI of 2000 ms.

conditions.Weanalyzedfourdifferenttimeslots:abaselinestarting!200msandlastinguntil0msrelativetosentenceonset,aslot
from 0 ms to +400 ms relative to sentence onset, a slot from 0 to
1000msrelativetonounonset,andaslotfrom0to1600msrelativetoverbonset(Fig.3).Duringthefirstandsecondtimeslotthe
sentencesshouldnotshowanyERDdifferences,sincethefirsttime
slot represented an interval before sentence onset and the second
slotrepresentedanintervalduringwhichallsentenceswereequal
(I have. .  . ). We analyzed a time slot relative to the onset of the
noun in order to compare possible ERD effects related to concrete
vs. abstract nouns. The time slot chosen for the analysis of b2oscillationbehaviorduringtheverbwaslimitedto1600msdueto
thedesignoftrials.Therewasabeep1000msaftersentenceoffset
tosignalparticipantsthattheymightgivetheiranswerconcerning
the sensibility judgment. In the course of the experiment, we
expected a readiness potential to develop a few hundred millisecondsbeforethebeep.Verbshadameandurationofabout730
ms. If the window chosen for the analysis of the verb would have
beentoolong,thereadinesspotentialmighthavebeenincludedin
thetimeslotchosenfortheanalysisoftheverb.Weappliedafilter
of 16–25 Hz to the segmented epochs and subse-quently squared
the amplitudes. These power samples were then averaged over all
trialsineachconditionforeachparticipant.

of the still baseline videos might therefore have led to significant
differences between the two video conditions especially in the first
100–200 ms, which could only be interpreted as effects based on
the onset of a visual stimulus in the still condition. Subsequently,
the same method as for the sentence trials was used.

2.6.2. Videos
The data in the action condition was segmented in epochs from
!200 to +1600 ms relative to the onset of actions in the videos.
Segments of +200 to 2000 ms relative to the onset of videos were
chosen in the still baseline condition. We chose a different time
window here because the mean onset time for actions in the action
videos was 1450.4 ms post video onset. A comparison to the onset

The mean power did not differ significantly between the three
sentence types during neither the baseline nor the sentence onset
epochs. Further, the analysis of concrete vs. abstract nouns did not
show any significant differences between the two noun types. For
the interval between 1200 ms and 1400 ms after verb onset the
Friedman statistics revealed b2-desynchronization for concrete
action and abstract action stimuli in comparison to the abstract

2.7. Statistical analysis
Area mean amplitudes were calculated for each electrode in
sequential windows of 200 ms in the selected epochs. Amplitudes
were averaged over the relevant electrodes for each sentence and
videotypeineachtimewindow.Sinceinmostofthetimeslotsthe
data was not normally distributed, we conducted non parametric
statisticaltesting(Field,2009).Inthesentencecondition,thethree
sentence types concrete action, abstract action, and abstract were
analyzed in Friedman-tests. In case of significant results, post-hoc
Wilcoxon-tests were used. Concrete and abstract nouns as well as
the two video types action and still were compared by means of
Wilcoxon-tests.

3. Results
3.1. Sentences

Fig. 3. Intervals chosen for the ERD-analysis. Nouns had a mean duration of 434 ms. The analyzed interval of 1000 ms post noun onset thus overlapped with the onset of the
verb.
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items, v2(2)=7.923,p<0.05.Asshownbypost-hocpairwisecomparisons, the mean power during both concrete action and abstract
action stimulus processing was significantly lower than the mean
powerduringabstractitemprocessing.Therespectiveresultsarez
=!2.679,p<0.01one-sidedforthecomparisonofconcreteaction
andabstractitemsandz=!1.918,p<0.05one-sidedforthecomparison of abstract action and abstract items. For the subsequent
timeslotbetween1400and1600mspostverbonset,theFriedmantestwassignificantaswellwith v2(2)=11.077,p<0.01.Themean
power during the processing of abstract action items was
significantly lower than during the processing of concrete action
items,z=!2.400,p<0.01one-sided.Further,andofmoreinterest
for the current study, the comparison between abstract action and
abstractstimulirevealedasignificanteffectwiththepowerduring
abstract action verb processing being lower than during abstract
verb processing, z = ! 1.892, p < 0.05 one-sided. More values
concerning the test results may be found in Table 1. Figs. 4 and 5
show the course of b2-power during the processing of the three
sentencetypes.

3.2. Videos
Whereas there was no significant effect concerning power differences between action and still videos during the baseline, results
showed clear b2-desynchronization while participants watched
videos showing actions in comparison to the still video condition.
The mean power values during action observation were significantly lower than the values during the observation of a still video.
This effect started 400 ms after action onset and lasted throughout

the analyzed epoch. The results of all statistical tests comparing
the two video conditions can be found in Table 1. Fig. 6 displays
the course of b2-power while participants were watching the two
videotypes.

4. Discussion
In the current study, we compared electrophysiological brain
responses during action observation and the processing of action
verbs in concrete and abstract contexts. We analyzed b2-rhythm
behavior as these oscillations have repeatedly been reported to
be strongly related to neural sensorimotor processes. EEG
responses on action observation compared to a still video baseline
revealed an action related b2-suppression between 400 and
1600 ms post action onset, which was present in a central electrode cluster. The processing of action related sentences containing
action verbs in either a concrete or an abstract context elicited a
comparatively late effect, starting about 1200 ms post action verb
onset. However, mean power during action verb processing in both
contexts was significantly more negative than in the abstract control condition.
Our findings concerning b2-suppression during action observation are in line with previous studies reporting the same effects
duringbothactionobservationandimagery.McFarlandetal.(2000)
analyzed l- (8–12 Hz) and b-suppression (18–25 Hz) while
participants either repeatedly opened and closed their hand or
imagined doing so. They reported similar oscillation patterns for
thetwoconditions,thatis,adesynchronizationduringactionexecutionandactionimageryinbothfrequencybands.Theeffectin

Table 1
Statistical results for the Friedman- and Wilcoxon-tests in the analyzed time slots for a central electrode cluster (C3, Cz, C4) in the frequency range 16–25 Hz (CA: concrete action,
AA: abstract action, A: abstract). The CA-value in the time slot for the noun represents the value for concrete nouns and the AA-value represents the value for abstract nouns. The
table shows the values for the mean power (lV2), the chi-square (v2) for the Friedman- and the z-scores for the Wilcoxon-tests respectively, as well as the p-values of the test
statistic. Significant results are printed in bold. Degrees of freedom for each Friedman-test were df = 2.
Sentence interval

M CA (lV2)

M AA (lV2)

M A (lV2)

v2

Baseline
!200 to 0

z

p

3.944

4.096

4.160

1.462

0.528

Sentence onset
0–200
200–400

3.976
3.943

4.048
3.996

4.113
4.032

3.308
3.769

0.203
0.168

Noun onset
0–200
200–400
400–600
600–800
800–1000

3.927
3.940
3.889
4.065
4.045

4.005
3.990
3.889
4.036
4.110

Verb onset
0–200
200–400
400–600
600–800
800–1000
1000–1200
1200–1400
1400–1600

4.050
3.877
3.839
4.182
4.206
4.155
4.113
4.284

3.770
3.941
4.019
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Fig. 4. Mean power changes [lV2] during the processing of concrete action (CA) and abstract control (A) sentences in the b2-frequency range. Significant differences were
found in the time slot between 1200 and 1400 ms post verb onset. The uniqueness point of verbs (EST. UP) was estimated as being around 450 ms.

Fig. 5. Mean power changes [lV2] during the processing of abstract action (AA) and abstract control (A) sentences in the b2-frequency range. Significant differences were
found in the last two time slots post verb onset. The uniqueness point of verbs was estimated as being around 450 ms.

Fig. 6. Mean power changes [lV2] during the processing of the two video types in the b2-frequency range. A clear desynchronization can be seen for action compared to still
videos, starting 400 ms post action onset.

the l-range was most prominent at lateral postcentral electrodes.
b-range ERD showed a rather diffuse pattern with its focus at the
vertex. In an MEG study by De Lange, Jensen, Bauer, and Toni
(2008), participants had to indicate whether a line drawing of a
handvaryinginitsrotationdisplaysaleftorarighthand.Thistask
was supposed to elicit mental motor imagery and simulation. The
authors observed strong l- (8–12Hz) and b-suppression (16–
24Hz)overparieto-occipitalandprecentralsensors.Actionobservation was analyzed by Moreno et al. (2013) and Simon and
Mukamel(2016).In bothstudies, l-and b-ERD couldbe observed
while participants were watching videos of hand movements. An
interesting observation by Quandt and Marshall (2014) was that
if participants gained sensorimotor experience with objects, the
intensity of l- and b-suppression was stronger when watching
the same objects being manipulated in a video recording than if

participantsdidnothavethechancetogainsensorimotorinformation about the objects. This is in line with the results reported by
Järveläinen et al. (2004) that motor-related brain oscillation patterns might be sensitive to the experience participants obtained
with the relevant objects. In the current study, we found b2-ERD
over central electrodes during the observation of prototypical
actions, which further supports the assumption that action
observation leads to the activation of motor representations and
possiblyelicitsactionsimulationprocesses.
Thecurrentresultsshowednob2-relateddifferencesduringthe
processing of concrete vs. abstract nouns. Oscillations in the
b-rangehavepreviouslybeendescribedasbeingsensitivetowards
the concrete-abstract distinction. For instance, Weiss and Müller
(2013) described stronger mean coherence during the processing
of concrete compared to abstract sentences in theta (3–7Hz) and
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b1-frequencies (13–18 Hz). Weiss and Rappelsberger (1996) compared concrete to abstract nouns and reported differences related
tointra-andinterhemisphericcoherencechangesinb1-frequencies
between the two word types. Here, we analyzed b2-oscillations in
responsetoconcretevs.abstractnouns.Thereareseveralpossible
reasons for why we could not see any difference effects between
thetwonountypes.First,possibleeffectsmighthavebeencovered
byverbcomprehensionprocesses.Nounsinthecurrentstudyhada
meandurationofabout434ms.Theanalyzedintervalof1000ms
post noun onset thus overlapped with the onset of subsequently
presentedverbsforameandurationof566ms.Second,theresults
of earlier studies showed effects in b1- and not in b2-frequencies.
Possibly, b2-oscillations are not as sensitive towards the concreteabstract distinction as b1-oscillations. Third, we only analyzed a
central electrode cluster over the motor strip, which might not
have been large enough to reflect possible power differences
between concrete and abstract nouns in the analyzed frequency
range. Thus, in order to find out about a possible sensitivity of b2oscillations towards the concrete-abstract distinction, a study
specifically focused on that question could lead to more
informativeresults.
Possibly, the difference in the cloze-probability between the
sentences needs to be considered as a caveat when interpreting
thecurrentdatasinceitmighthaveinfluencedtheresults.AccordingtovanElketal.(2010),effectsofcloze-probabilitymightinfluenceb-ERDinafrequencyrangebetween20and30Hzinthetime
interval of the N400. They detected that b-ERD was stronger for
noun–verb pairs with a high cloze-probability. Hence, if the
cloze-probability of the sentences would have influenced b-ERD
in the current study, the effects should have been stronger for
the action sentences than the abstract control sentences in the
N400 time window, which we did not observe. Further, the
sentence-related effects observed here resemble those during
action observation, suggesting that the underlying mechanisms
aresimilar.Althoughitis,therefore,consideredunlikely,aninfluence of the differences concerning the cloze-probability of the
noun–verb pairs in the stimuli used here cannot be completely
ruled out. A partial replication of the current study, in which the
cloze-probability between other different sentence types is
matched,mightservetherobustnessofthecurrenteffects.
The main focus of the current study was on the comparison of
meaningconstitutionprocessesrelatedtoactionverbsinconcrete
and abstract contexts. Compared to abstract control sentences not
containing action verbs, we observed significantly lower power
values in the b2-frequency range for action verbs in both concrete
and abstract contexts. The onset of this effect was 1200 ms post
verb onset and about 465 ms after mean verb offset. This latency
appearstobequitehigh,especiallywhentakingthesuggestionsby
Pulvermüller, Shtyrov, and Hauk (2009) into account. They discussed the possibility of an almost simultaneous access to all cognitive information related to a linguistic sign. According to them,
this access should take place between 100 and 250 ms after stimulus onset. However, they further discuss that later EEG components might either reflect a second comprehension step or postcomprehensionprocesses(Pulvermülleretal.,2009).Instudiesby
Pulvermüller, Härle, and Hummel (2001) and Klepp, Niccolai,
Buccino, Schnitzler, and Biermann-Ruben (2015), effects concerning brain responses to action language stimuli were also reported
asearlyas250msand400–600mspostactionverbonset.Itneeds
to be taken into account, though, that these studies firstly presentedsingleactionverbsnotembeddedinasentencecontext.The
activation of sensorimotor areas might occur later if action verbs
are presented as part of a sentence since the allover comprehensiontimeisprolonged.Secondly,Pulvermülleretal.(2001)did
not analyze a specific frequency range but focused on ERP differencesbetweenelectrodes.Thirdly,onlythestudybyKleppetal.

(2015) used abstract verbs as a comparative condition. These
methodologicaldifferencesneedtobeconsideredwhencomparing
the current results to those of earlier studies. Here, in relation to
the ERD detected during action observation, the onset of the verb
effect was rather late but could still be interpreted as a late ERD.
One reason for the effect occurring rather late might be the frequency range chosen for the analysis in the current study. As
Pfurtschelleretal.(1996)discussed,theyobservedthestrongestbERDinafrequencyrangebetween16and28Hzduringself-paced
voluntary hand/wrist movements. This is about the frequency
range we chose for the current analysis. It might be possible,
though, that a more fine-grained approach and an analysis of
smallerfrequencystepsmightresultinthecurrenteffectsbecoming more prominent. However, a combined ERP and spectral analysis conducted by Pulvermüller, Lutzenberger, and Preissl (1999)
indicated a rather late responsiveness of EEG oscillations between
25 and 35 Hz to action verbs as well. They presented concrete
nouns and action verbs to participants and focused on comparing
ERDandspectraldifferencesinoccipitalandcentralelectrodesites.
Whereas the ERP analysis revealed a significant word class effect
betweenthetwoelectrodesitesasearlyas200–230mspoststimulus onset, the spectral analysis showed a significant interaction
between the regions of interest and word class around 30 Hz in a
latertimewindowbetween500and800mspoststimulusonset.In
this interval, Pulvermüller, Lutzenberger, et al. (1999) reported
enhanced activity at central sites following action verb compared
to noun presentation. The authors discussed that this late difference in higher frequencies might go back on active memory processes. After the activation of cell assemblies induced by stimulus
presentation, which is visible as an early ERP, this activity might
sustain and show as a change in high-frequency responses
(Pulvermüller,Lutzenberger,etal.,1999).Inthecontextofthedata
presented here, this might indicate that the late effects are not
directlylinkedtolanguageprocessingbutrathertoactivememory
processesinmotorareas.Itis,however,interestingthattheseprocessesoccurredforactionverbsinbothconcreteandabstractcontexts but not for abstract verbs. Note that participants were asked
to perform different tasks in the two experimental blocks. While
watchingtheactionvideos,theywereinstructedtoactivelyimagine executing the actions themselves. When listening to the sentences,theyweresupposedtoperformasensibilityjudgmenttask.
Possibly,shiftingparticipants’focusfromimaginingexecut-ingthe
perceivedactiontothesensibilityofthesentencecontentcauseda
higher latency until the onset of oscillatory patterns related to
sensorimotorprocesses.Further,whereastheactionsinthevideos
were performed without any object being present, the context of
the sentences suggested object-related actions, which is another
criterion possibly causing the difference in the onset latencies
betweenthetwotasks.Incidentally,thelateonsetoftheeffectmay
be relativized. Note that we presented sentences in the present
perfect (German Perfekt) with the verb at the sentences’ final
position. Several studies suggested a syntactic complexity effect,
describing that comprehension processes take more time in
correlation with an increase of syntactic complexity (Carpenter,
Miyake,&Just,1995;Ferreira,1991;King&Just,1991;Schriefers,
Friederici, & Kühn, 1995; Wingfield, Peelle, & Grossman, 2003).
Ferreira (1991) asked participants to memorize sentences which
differedinsyntacticcomplexity,definedasthenumberofnodesin
a phrase structure tree. The initiation time of participants’
response increased with an increase of syntactic complexity
(Ferreira, 1991). King and Just (1991) contrasted subject-relative
(The reporter that attacked the senator admitted the errorpublicly
after the hearing.) to object-relative clauses (The reporterthat the
senator attacked admitted the error publicly after the hearing.) in a
Reading Span task. Reading times were prolonged for objectrelative in comparison to subject-relative sentences inde-
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pendentlyofthereadingspancapacityofsubjects.Syntacticstructure in the current study was more complex than in studies presenting single words or sentences in the present tense, which
might have caused a comparably late access to the meaning of
the sentence final action verb. Further, one needs to consider the
uniqueness point (UP) of the verbs. In the cohort model, the UP
isdefinedasthepointatwhichsufficientphoneticinformationofa
word is available to identify the word (Marslen-Wilson, 1987). In
the current experiment, the UP of the verb was prolonged due to
final verbs being presented as participles, thus starting with a
prefix (e.g., ge-), which did not give any information about the
content of the verb. This very short prefix had a mean duration
of about 110ms. Given that the mean duration of the final verbs
was 735ms and that they comprised three syllables on average,
the mean duration of syllables except for the prefix was about
310ms. Assuming that the UP of the verbs would be somewhere
after the end of the second syllable, we suggest it to be about
450ms post final verb onset in the current study. Accordingly,
the latency from the current UP until the onset of the observed
desynchronization was about 750ms, which relativizes the latenessoftheeffect.
Toourknowledge,therehaveonlybeentwostudiesfocusingon
b-suppression during action language processing so far. van Elk et
al. (2010) reported b-ERD during action verb processing in a frequency range between 20 and 30 Hz with a latency of 500 ms.
However, they did not compare ERD effects in comparison to a
neutralnon-actionbaseline,aswasdoneinthecurrentstudy.The
approach by Moreno et al. (2013) is more comparable to the
material and analysis used here, since concrete action sentences
were contrasted with abstract sentences. They analyzed l- and
b-power during verb processing by means of an FFT-analysis. In
contrasttothecurrentmethod,theychosesegmentswithalength
of 2s. No accurate information on the latency of the effect in the
b-rangecouldbegained.Thecurrentstudythusprovidesinformation on the latency of b-ERD during action verb processing
comparedtoa neutralnon-actionbaselinefor thefirst time.Nevertheless,itneedstobeconsideredthattheeffectmightnotreflect
processesofmeaningconstitutionbutthatitratherisanindicator
ofmotorimageryorsimulationprocessestriggeredbyactionverb
comprehension. Thus, the observed effect would not go back on
motorrepresentationsbeingactivatedduetosemanticprocessing
of the sentence but rather due to simulation processes evoked as
an after-effect of semantic processing. However, in a study by
Andres, Finocchiaro, Buiatti, and Piazza (2015) the design allowed
to assign the data to different stages of semantic decoding. Their
results indicated that motor related electrophysiological brain
responsesonlinguisticactionstimuliareindeedrelatedtosemanticprocessing.Further,itneedstobehighlightedthatthesimilarity regarding b2-ERD as a response to action observation and to
action language processing is limited concerningboth the latency
and the magnitude of the effect. This might indicate that motor
representations are involved in action language processing only
toa limiteddegree.
Giventhattheobservedb-ERDisinterpretedasanindicatorof
motor involvement in action language processing, this effect is in
line with results of a current behavioral study by Schaller et al.
(inpress).Theyobservedacross-modalprimingeffectofprototypicalactionsonactionverbcomprehensioninconcreteandabstract
contexts.Participantsexecutedactionprototypesforcertainaction
verbsoractionsthatwereunrelatedtotheactionverbsandsubsequentlylistenedtothesamesentencesthatwerepresentedinthe
current study. Thus, sentence stimuli either contained the correspondingactionverbinaconcreteoranabstractcontext.Response
times were collected by means of a sensibility judgment. The
authors reported that participants were faster to respond to concreteactionsentences(Ihavepulledthehandbreak.)aftertheexe-
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cution of a prototypical action than after the execution of an
unrelated movement. For the abstract action sentences (I have
drawn the consequence.), the execution of both related and unrelated actions caused a facilitation effect. These results are interpreted as indicating differences in the degree or quality of the
involvementoftheretrievedmotorrepresentationsinactionverb
comprehension in concrete compared to abstract contexts.
Whereas action verbs in literal sentences might elicit a very
detailed motorrepresentation, thecomprehensionof actionverbs
inabstractsentencesmightberelatedtoaratherbroadmotorrepresentation(Schalleretal.,inpress).
An alternative explanation for the ERD-differences between
action and abstract sentence-final verbs might be that participants
respondedbygivingaverbalanswer.AsBorghiandZarcone(2016)
reported,processingabstractwordselicitedactivationofthemouth
area, whereas concrete words activated sensorimotor representationsintheirbehavioralstudy.Theycomparedresponseson
concrete and abstract words primed by a concrete or an abstract
word definition in terms of a go-nogo paradigm. Improper combinationsofdefinitionsandwordsdidnotrequirearesponsebyparticipants,whereasappropriatecombinationsrequiredthemtopress
a button. In one experimental block they pressed the button with
their hand, in a second block they used their teeth. Borghi and
Zarcone (2016) reported a general advantage of hand over mouth
responses. However, this advantage was less prominent for
responses following abstract than concrete target words. This finding is in line with previous results by Scorolli et al. (2011), w h o
postulated that abstract concepts might be processed stronger in
language areas whereas concrete words might rely more on the
sensorimotor system. Against the background of these results,
the difference in b-ERD modulation observed between abstract
andactionwordsinthecurrentstudymightbeduetotheinteraction of the mouth area activated during abstract verb processing
and the verbal response. Several aspects speak against such an
interpretation. First, after verb offset there was a silent interval
of1000ms,thenatonalsignal of200msandtheverbalresponse
was required only thereafter. Since the ERD-effectoccurred about
465ms after verb offset, more than 700ms passed between the
effectandtheverbalresponse.Second,independentlyofapossible
interactionofabstractverbsandtheverbalresponse,actionverbs
in abstract contexts were similar to those in concrete contexts,
whichiswhatwewerefocusingoninthecurrentstudy.Third,the
ERD-effectmatchesthebehavioralresultsofSchalleretal.(inpress),
in which response times on abstract sentences contain-ing action
verbs were influenced by preceding action execution whereas
responsetimesonabstractcontrolstimuliwerenot.Takentogether,
these arguments speak against the assumption that the verbal
responsehadaninfluenceontheeffectsobservedhere.
Our current findings are further in accordance with results of
other studiesproposinga gradual involvementof motorrepresentations in abstract action language processing (Desai et al., 2011,
2013; Romero Lauro et al., 2013; Sakreida et al., 2013; Troyer,
Curley, Miller, Saygin, & Bergen, 2014). Desai et al. (2011) compared brain activation patterns in response to arm/hand related
actionverbs,whichwereembeddedinliteralandmetaphoriccontexts.Theyfoundthatbothsentencetypeselicitedactivationinthe
anteriorinferiorparietallobule(aIPL)inthelefthemispheretothe
same degree. During the processing of metaphoric action stimuli,
an activation of the right aIPL in addition to other areas related
to abstract language processing was observed. They further
reported that the involvement of sensorimotor areas in action
metaphorcomprehension is gradual,witha strongerinvolvement
duringthecomprehensionofmoreunfamiliarmetaphors.Inalater
study, Desai et al. (2013) added idiomatic action sentences to the
stimulus set used in the previous study. They observed activation
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insecondarymotorareasintheIPL,smallactivationclustersinprimary motor cortex and in temporal regions for both literal and
metaphoric stimuli but not for idiomatic sentences, which further
supported the idea of a gradual involvement. In an fMRI study by
RomeroLauroetal.(2013),similarresultswereobtained,supporting the view that the involvement of motor areas in action language processing is gradual, ranging from strong in literal stimuli
to weak or no involvement in idiomatic sentences (Romero Lauro
et al., 2013). Alternatively, it has been suggested that concrete
and abstract concepts both rely on sensorimotor systems but
beyond that abstract words evoke more emotional and linguistic
representations (Borghi, Capirci, Gianfreda, & Volterra, 2014;
Scorollietal.,2012).
An interesting finding in the current study was that the ERD
during abstract action verb processing compared to the abstract
control condition was detectable over a time interval of 400 ms,
that is, between 1200 and 1600 ms post action verb onset. In contrast, the ERD during concrete action verb processing was present
between 1200 and 1400 ms post action verb onset only. These
results speak in favor of the assumption that motor representations are retrieved to a different degree or in a different manner
during abstract compared to concrete action verb processing. We
would not interpret the sustained abstract action effect as an indicator of a stronger involvement of motor representations in
abstract than in concrete action verb processing. Rather, the integration of motor information in the abstract context takes more
time than in the concrete context. This might be because only some
of the motor information expressed by the action verb is relevant
for decoding the meaning of the abstract action sentence. This relevant motor information needs to be selected and transferred on
an abstract level of meaning. For instance, when processing the
sentence ‘‘I have drawn the consequence.”, relevant motor information to comprehend the meaning of the abstract sentence might be
the force of drawing, which can be quite strong, or the direction of
the movement, which represents that the act of drawing affects the
person who is drawing (e.g., object might be easier to see/grasp/
handle). The sustained b-ERD during abstract action verb processing probably reflects the higher effort needed for the selection and
integration of the relevant motor information into the abstract
context. Thus, our current results support the assumption of a
gradual involvement of motor representations in action language
processing. Probably all of the sensorimotor information of an
action is relevant and therefore accessed during the process of
meaning constitution of action verbs in concrete contexts. In contrast, if the meaning of an abstract action sentence is generated,
only parts of the sensorimotor information connected to an action
is relevant.

5. Conclusion
In the current study we analyzed oscillations in the b2-range
(16–25 Hz) of the human EEG in response to action observation
as well as concrete and abstract action language processing against
the background of the embodied language theory. Findings of previous studies suggested that b2-oscillations might be sensitive to
action language but did not reveal any precise temporal information regarding the onset of respective effects. Here, we found b2desynchronization in response to the presentation of action verbs
embedded in concrete and abstract contexts. This effect occurred
about 450 ms post mean action verb offset and speaks in favor of
motor representations being involved in the process of meaning
constitution not only during concrete but also during abstract
action language. The current results thus provide information on
the latency of b-ERD during action verb processing compared to
a neutral non-action baseline for the first time. Further, they sup-

port the assumption that the involvement of motor representations in language processing is gradual, which is in accordance
with findings from other recent studies.
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